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Question: 29

Which of the following backup types are valid for both Veeam Agent for Microsoft Windows and Veeam Agent for
Linux? (Choose two.)
A. Snapshot-level backup
B. File-level backup
C. Personal files backup
D. Volume-level backup
E. OS-level backup

Answer: B,D

Explanation:

https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/agentforwindows/userguide/backup_job_mode.html?ve r=60

Question: 30

A company needs to recover a VM from VMware very quickly. The company decides to use Instant VM Recovery
from their last backup.

What platforms can this backup be instantly restored to? (Choose three.)
A. Azure
B. Hyper-V
C. AWS
D. GCP
E. AHV
F. VMware

Answer: B,E,F

Question: 31

An administrator needs to configure a backup job that dynamically adds new VMware hosted SQL servers.



How can this be accomplished?
A. Create a dynamic backup job in Enterprise Manager.
B. Create a job based on vSphere tags.
C. Create a CSV file that is scanned before the backup job starts.
D. Enable application aware processing.

Answer: B

Question: 32

Veeam ONE has been installed and configured. The infrastructure contains five Veeam Backup & Replication servers.

The administrator needs to check the remaining capacity on each of the backup repository servers. Where can they see
this information?
A. Under Infrastructure View, look up the Veeam Backup & Replication servers to see the guest disk space.
B. Under Data Protection View, look up the backup repository servers to see the remaining capacity.
C. Under Business View, look up the backup repository servers to see the remaining capacity.
D. Under Infrastructure View, look up the backup repository servers to see the guest disk space.

Answer: B

Explanation:

According to the Veeam ONE Reporting Guide1, you can use the Capacity Planning for Backup Repositories report to
analyze configuration and space usage on backup repositories and to forecast how many days remain before the
repository reaches its full capacity.

You can also use the Backup Repository Summary dashboard2 or the Backup Repositories Overview dashboard3 to
see details of performance, capacity and archive tiers for backup repositories.

Question: 33

Veeam ONE ______________________ can detect when a potential ransomware attack is happening and be
configured to take mitigating actions.
A. Reporting
B. Alert Management
C. Alarm Management
D. Data Protection View

Answer: C

Explanation:

Veeam ONE can help notify you of suspicious activity in your datacenter through the Possible Ransomware Activity
alarm. This alarm can be configured to take mitigating actions such as sending an email notification, running a script
or creating a support case.



Question: 34

15 VMs are running on a Hyper-V platform and five physical servers at a remote office (ROBO). The administrator
has been tasked with setting up centralized off-site backups at the headquarters (HQ). The available bandwidth is 50
Mbps. RPO is set to six hours and the data generated for the interval is 500 GB. WAN accelerators can be added if
necessary.

Which of the following will achieve the RPO?
A. Use backup copy jobs in with High-Performance Mode enabled. Set the schedule to run every six hours.
B. Use backup copy jobs with copy mode set to "immediate copy". Use WAN acceleration.
C. Use backup copy jobs with copy mode set to "periodic copy" and copy every six hours.
D. Configure the backup copy jobs with traffic throttling to 30 Mbps to limit the impact.
Enable WAN acceleration.

Answer: B

Explanation:

According to the Veeam Backup & Replication user guide12, WAN acceleration is a technology that optimizes data
transfer to remote locations by performing deduplication and caching. It is specific for off-site backup copy jobs and
replication jobs12. Therefore, if you want to achieve the RPO of six hours with 500 GB of data and 50 Mbps of
bandwidth, you should use backup copy jobs with WAN acceleration enabled. This will reduce the amount of data that
needs to be transferred over the network and speed up the backup process12. The simplest configuration would be an
immediate copy mode with WAN acceleration

Question: 35

Backup jobs are configured to local repositories. Backups must be sent from Site B to the repository on Site A. The
connection allows direct backups to complete within the backup window. Impact on the source VMs at Site B should
be minimized.

Which type of job and Veeam components should be used to provide the necessary protection?

A. A backup copy job and components 6 5 4 3 2

B. A backup job and components 5 2



C. A backup copy job and components 6 2

D. A backup copy job and components 6 4 2

Answer: A

Explanation:

https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/vsphere/backup_copy_path.html?ver=120

Question: 36

For general data protection regulation (GDPR) compliance, Veeam can add a location tag to which component?
A. Guest interaction proxies
B. vCenter servers
C. Cloud gateways
D. WAN accelerators

Answer: B

Explanation:

https://helpcenter.veeam.com/archive/backup/110/vsphere/locations_create.html
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